METAOPS ECOSYSTEM
OPEN PORTAL STUDIOS PRESENTS

REVOLUTIONIZING SOLANA blockchain gaming

LITEPAPER - 1st EDITION

SECTION I - Game Overview
The creators of the project are Patrick Schulte and Jacob Sloan who founded Open Portal Studios LLC based out of Texas. MetaOps is a PLAY AND EARN ﬁrst person shooter that aims to reward players for
their in-game progress. MetaOps will be free to play in Q3 / Q4 of 2022 and is currently in closed alpha!
Our bunker system that is implemented will allow players to connect with one another, access our marketplace and portray their digital assets and personal interests to create a full immersive metaverse
experience. The project is not pay to win where you get special perks for paying your way into the game, everything earned is aesthetic and can be applied in-game but does not affect gameplay. The
rewards gamers acquire including weapon charms, weapon skins and player skins will be assets they have true ownership of. MetaOps is a revolutionary project in the way we focus on providing
gameplay while incorporating the blockchain to anyone who might be looking to invest their time. While progressing you will earn assets as you maximize and develop your skills!

Phase I - COMPLETE

PHASE II -

Grow discord to over 5,000 members & engage with community daily
Partnership developments
Team growth and hiring our own in-house game developers
Medium sized map
Game Modes: 6v6 Team Deathmatch & Capture The Flag
Onboarding of 1000+ users to play the game and help in alpha testing
In game tournaments with cash prizes and other beneﬁts
Improve weapon classes, attachments and customization

Founders Pass mint: 3,500 supply
5,555 total proﬁle picture mints [.5 SOL for 1,000 whitelisted members,
1 SOL public sale]
Customizable billboards for tournament winners / partnering
projects. Will be able to be rented in the future.

ROADMAP

Introduction of bunkers to ALL MetaOps players
Free For All & Dirty Bomb gamemodes

Phase III -

PHASE IV -

Redesign of UI/UX - In game menu selection and multiplayer
experience
New maps [Laboratory, Horizon & more]
PFP's transform into ExoMods [Usable in-game character skins]
Bunker expansion:
redesign, inventory, visit / host friends, customizable assets + more
New weapons / revamp of weapon classes
Weapon charms
Larger tournaments, including NFT prizes and cash prizes
In game leveling system
Full Lore Will be announced!

Launch of our Native token that integrates Play and Earn mechanics
MetaOps Metaverse trailer
Immersive campaign mode that highlights the Metaverse we are
creating

MILESTONES

FOUNDERS PASS OWNERSHIP BENEFITS

Gameplay (in alpha stage)

Founders Passes carry seperate utility value from our PFP collection.

Bunker system implemented
Weapon attachment updates

- Owning a founders pass allows you to be whitelisted for all future >>>MetaOps<<< mints and
releases.

Hiring and onboarding from within

- Founders only NFT airdrops

Partnership with Fractal

- Access to Founders only high prized tournaments

Discord over 10,000 members

- Weapon charm & asset airdrops

Phenomenal Community engagement

-In-game credit boosts

Migration to Solana blockchain

- Genesis set rewards (more info on this down below)

Tournaments with monetary prizes
Collaborations with other projects
Collection sellout
Weekly intelligence brieﬁngs and community events

PARTNERSHIPS

How playing MetaOps benefits you

FRACTAL

The team has all played ﬁrst person shooters for numerous years. Typically you spend all your
time in-game and do not actually beneﬁt outside of the game. If you lose your account or do
not renew your subscription services, you lose all of your accolades and hard earned
achievements.

3D GAMERS GUILD
EARN GUILD
ABK

MetaOps takes pride in everything earned or bought being stored on the blockchain, allowing
players to own all intellectual property rights of their assets.. We are building a marketplace
that will beneﬁt players with the ability to sell or barter them to other MetaOps players who
may be looking for that speciﬁc skin, charm or limited edition item!

IMMUTABULLS
METATRAVELERS

INNOVATIVE ECOSYSTEM

SECTION II - IN GAME ECONOMY
Our economic system is being developed in-house with the help of some of the most brilliant people the world has to offer! We
have put months into the planning in order to ﬁnd the best way possible to utilize the blockchain possibilities at maximum!
We have a unique system that has been drafted through the inspiration of not just crypto games but all modern FPS games!
Here are a few key points that we can share for now:
1) MetaOps will be speciﬁcally designed to support competitive gaming.

INTRODUCTION

2) System will reward players who are active and competitive more than those who play the passive game modes.
3) Holders will be truly rewarded in the long run with unique assets, airdrops and being a pioneer in assisting in creating a
leading class AAA ﬁrst person shooter
4) At MetaOps we try to solve the “gamers dilemma” (reward active players and also do not punish the casual player too much).
We do want to support active and competitive gaming, though we do want to support casual players
Our in-game rarity system is this:
DEFAULT - It is a normal in-game asset that you will have access to after registering to our game (free to play).
COMMON - NFTs. Supply will be around 50% of total NFTs supply.
RARE - NFTs. Supply will be around 25% of total NFTs supply.
EPIC - NFTs. Supply will be around 15% of total NFTs supply.
LEGENDARY - NFTs. Supply will be around 8% of total supply.
MYTHIC - NFTs. Supply will be around 2% of total NFTs supply.
There are 2 ways to earn NFT gaming assets:
70% of the total supply will be available to be bought through the Fractal marketplace
30% of the total supply will be available for you to earn by playing our game. We are planning to implement two ways to
earn NFTs in-game.

HYBRID SYSTEM

IN-GAME CREDITS

IN-GAME MARKETPLACE

MetaOps will have a built in credit system that will allow players to acquire assets released by us.
These credits will not have any relation with the MetaOps Token that we are going to launch on the
blockchain in the future. Credits are a normal gaming coin that will be used by all our users for
their in-game purchases. What will be the usage of this coin?

We will launch an in-game marketplace. In this marketplace you will be able to buy
everything with credits. So the concept is this: You play, you earn credits and you decide
how you spend it! To help users decide their strategy we are going to have the following
options for you all:

Open Loot boxes from our in-game marketplace. There will be 5 different boxes available:
COMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

You will be able to buy loot boxes. Rewards will be based on a very well structured
algorithm that will deliver everything randomized from a pool. You will have the option to
open boxes and try your luck to ﬁnd cool in-game assets (non-NFTs) to customize your
account, bunker, weapons but also NFTs that will have great value! Just by playing, you earn
NFTs! Duplicate rewards will refund you a small percentage of the coins spent on the box!
NFTs will never be counted as duplicates. They are worthy items and they will always be
transferred to your wallet!

MYTHIC

What will these boxes offer?
COMMON – PRICE 2,400 credits (available to be looted every 8 hours)
POTENTIAL REWARDS:

Common
Rare
Epic
Legendary
Mythic

- In-game assets like 2D/3D art. These assets WON'T BE NFTs!
- SPL token that will allow you to mint a COMMON NFT
RARE – PRICE 4,800 credits (available to be looted every 16 hours)
POTENTIAL REWARDS:

Duplicates Rewards: 20% refund of initial price
Duplicates Rewards: 25% refund of initial price
Duplicates Rewards: 30% refund of initial price
Duplicates Rewards: 35% refund of initial price
Duplicates Rewards: 40% refund of initial price

Exclusive offers: We will have for you great offers for in-game assets

- In-game assets like 2D/3D art. These assets WON'T BE NFTs!

Non-NFTs will be available from time to time in the marketplace. So you will be able to buy
PFPs, collections, stickers and more 2D assets with credits. They are just in-game assets to
improve your gaming experience.

- SPL token that will allow you to mint a RARE NFT
EPIC – PRICE 9,600 credits (available to be looted every 32 hours)
POTENTIAL REWARDS:

WEAPON ATTACHMENTS! All weapons will have attachments categories like Muzzle, Barrel,
Scope and more. Each attachment category will have a lot of variations that will modify
basic attributes of the weapons. So you get to decide what style you prefer and buy the
attachments you want to use. Of course, you can buy all and have the full collection
available. New attachments will be added from time to time . All variations will be available
for each weapon in the marketplace and you will buy them with credits. They will be split in
5 categories:

- In-game assets like 2D/3D art. These assets WON'T BE NFTs!
- SPL token that will allow you to mint a EPIC NFT
LEGENDARY – PRICE 19,200 credits (available to be looted every 64 hours)
POTENTIAL REWARDS:

Common
Rare
Epic
Legendary
Mythic

- In-game assets like 2D/3D art. These assets WON'T BE NFTs!
- SPL token that will allow you to mint a LEGENDARY NFT
MYTHIC – PRICE 38,400 credits (available to be looted every 128 hours)
POTENTIAL REWARDS:

Will also be available through common boxes
Will also be available through rare boxes
Will also be available through epic boxes
Will also be available through legendary boxes
Will also be available through legendary boxes

- In-game assets like 2D/3D art. These assets WON'T BE NFTs!
- SPL token that will allow you to mint a MYTHIC NFT

Our in-game credits you can earn is structured very carefully! We want to equally reward all of our users but also want to
reward greater skill and loyalty without breaking the economy.

REWARDING FLAT RATES PER GAME + SKILL BASED REWARDS

People should be able to buy boxes, exclusive offers + items (like attachments) at reasonable rates but also by playing the
game! I will use random numbers just to show you the logic (The following example is random regarding the numbers. It's a
demonstration to understand the logic)
Each game you play will reward you in-game credits. In order to receive the rewards, the game must be completed! If you
leave, you wont get any rewards. As an example, I will use Team Deathmatch. Kills per lobby subject to balancing
changes.

FLAT REWARDS

25 KILLS

50 KILLS

100 KILLS

150 KILLS

200 KILLS

250 KILLS

250 KILLS+

LOBBY SIZE

1v1

UP TO 2v2

UP TO 3v3

UP TO 4v4

UP TO 5v5

UP TO 6v6

6v6+

MAX TIME

5

10

20

30

40

50

50

CREDITS EARNED PER
COMPLETED GAME (EITHER
COMPLETED MAX KILLS OR
TIME RUNS OUT)

5 MIN

10 MIN

15 MIN

20 MIN

25 MIN

30 MIN

30 MIN

AVERAGE CREDITS PRODUCTIONS PER GAMING HOUR

600 CREDITS

We want to reward more your performance but in a way to prevent people to try earn huge credits from this bonus. This
system is subject to change. We will closely observe what's going on

CREDITS & NFTS SYSTEM

SKILL BASED REWARDS

10 KILLS

20 KILLS

30 KILLS

40 KILLS

50 KILLS

EXTRA CREDITS pER GAME!

5

10

15

20

25

KDR 2

KDR 3

KDR 4

KDR 5+

5

10

15

25

EXTRA CREDITS pER GAME!

MAX BONUS CREDITS PER GAME

50 CREDITS

NFTs BONUS/MINTS/DROP RATE
We want to introduce you to our Seasons! Each season will last some months (not). During each season and based on the
active users, we will accurately calculate the total supply of ALL NFTS that will be minted throughout the season! Each
season's NFT supply will be independent and in full relation to the active users we have in game.
Each season will have Ranked Games except for the casual games. More on Ranked later!
Each Season will have speciﬁc NFTs that are available until to be purchased or earned until the end of the season. The drop
rates will be calculated and can be obtained by Loot boxes, or directly through our in-game marketplace. NFTs can also be
won as Ranked rewards and through tournaments.
Users that hold NFTs from older Seasons will be able to keep using them! Rewards from each season will have a limited
supply and will not be minted again. As our player base grows early season NFT rewards will become very rare.
In order to full explain the system that we will use, I will need some random references in order to make it clear for you. So
the following (Season, Active Members, NFTs Total Supply for the season etc) are a bit random. Just for the example.

SEASON

ACTIVE PLAYERS (FOR THIS EXAMPLE)

1st

1000

NFTs

COMMON (50%)

RARE (25%)

EPIC (15%)

LEGENDARY (8%)

MYTHIC (2%)

TOTAL SUPPLY

1000

500

250

150

80

20

MARKETPLACE (70%)

700

350

175

105

56

14

AVAILABLE FOR FREE IN
THE GAME (30%)

300

150

75

45

24

6

BOXES

COMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

PRICE (CREDITS)

2,400

4,800

9,600

19,200

38,400

AVAILABLE FOR LOOT

EVERY 8 HOURS

EVERY 16 HOURS

EVERY 32 HOURS

EVERY 64 HOURS

EVERY 128 HOURS

The following system calculates how NFTs will boost your credits production in-game! So you will be able to build your
ingame passive income based on the NFTs you hold. You can hold up to 1% of the max NFTs ever minted (subject to
balancing changes)!
IF YOU HOLD MAX NFTs PER RARITY

NFT BONUS CALCULATION

COMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

MULTIPLIER

1

5

10

20

50

NFT OWNED

5

3

2

1

1

MAX AMOUNT PER USER
(1% of total NFTs
MINTED SINCE LAUNCH UP
TO CURRENT SEASON) SUBJECT TO CHANGE

5

BONUS CREDITS EVERY
HOUR/NFT (MAX is 600
credits per rarity)

15

2,5 (Rounds UP to 3) 1,5 (Rounds UP to 2) 0,8 (ROUNDS UP TO 1) 0,2 (ROUNDS UP TO 1)

30

50

75

OVERALL CREDITS BONUS PER HOUR

125

270 credits PER hour

SO BASIC CALCULATION IS THE FOLLOWING:
Common
Rare
Epic
Legendary
Mythic

10 (standard reward) + 1 x number of Common NFTs
15 (standard reward) + 5 x number of Rare NFTs
30 (standard reward)+ 10 x number of Epic NFTs
50 (standard reward) + 20 x number of Legendary NFTs
200 (standard reward) + 50 x number of Mythic NFTs

Now, let's assume we proceed in seasons, we have a lot more players and now the TOTAL NFTS MINTED ARE 10,000 in
TOTAL. So our NFTs TOTAL SUPPLY INCREASED from 1,000 to 10,000 (x10). You need to add to your NFT collection more to
increase your production.All NFTs that were minted each season will be given to the community until the end of the Season!
The MAX amount you can hold increases! Multiplier per rarity remains the same and the ﬂoor reward for each rarity.
IF YOU HOLD MAX NFTs PER RARITY

NFT BONUS CALCULATION

COMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

MULTIPLIER

1

5

10

20

50

NFT OWNED

50

25

15

8

2

MAX AMOUNT PER USER
(1% of total NFTs
MINTED SINCE LAUNCH UP
TO CURRENT SEASON) SUBJECT TO CHANGE

50

25

15

8

2

BONUS CREDITS EVERY
HOUR/NFT (MAX is 600
credits per rarity)

60

140

180

250

300

OVERALL CREDITS BONUS PER HOUR

930 credits PER hour

GENESIS PACK
MINT-1 (DONE) – GENESIS PACKAGE 1/3

EXOMOD & PFP - SUPPLY: 5,555

Increased in-game rewards based on rarity:

COMMON

UNCOMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

1/1

5

5

10

25

50

100

250

Holding 1x PFP will give you this constant extra reward/hour. The highest rarity you hold, the more you
produce. You can own as many as you like but your highest rarity will provide the bonus
PFP collection will be available in the bunker to show off!
Unique, in-game proﬁle picture!
Exomods based on PFP will be visible in your bunker as “collection” to show the off to other owners.
Full Graphics enabled
Exomods based on your PFP will available to the actual game. You will ﬁght with them. Graphics
will be adjustable to support top Files-Per-Second (FPS) performance

MINT-2 (LIVE NOW) – GENESIS PACK 2/3

FOUNDER’S PASS – SUPPLY: 3500

Founder's pass rarity multiplies genesis full pack rewards
Founder’s pass will give you whitelist for all upcoming NFT sales every season
Founder’s pass owners will get a free NFT package that will include 3 x unique weapon skins in total for the ﬁrst
Assault Riﬂe. They will be able to sell the package on secondary markets
30% discount on our 3rd genesis collection of Melee weapons
Access to founders only high-prize pool VIP tournaments
Weapon charm NFT airdrops + NFT game asset airdrops to be announced later
Founder's pass will be a cosmetic asset in-game and in your bunker!

MINT-3 – GENESIS PACK 3/3

MELEE WEAPONS – SUPPLY: 5,555

Increased in-game rewards based on rarity:

COMMON

UNCOMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

1/1

5

5

10

25

50

100

250

Holding 1x Melee Weapon will give you this constant extra reward/hour. The highest rarity you hold, the more
you produce. You can own as many as you like but your highest rarity will provide the bonus
Unique Melee weapon collection. Playable only from the owners. The default one will be just a simple melee
knife!
Each weapon will be unique like PFPs (same textures like your PFPs!). You can try to get match your exomod's
appearance with your melee weapon's!
Available in bunker’s racks (weapons rack will be there) to show them off!

COMPLETE GENESIS PACK
FOUNDER's PASS RARITY MULTIPLIER

founder's pass + SET OF PFP + MELEE
COMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

x2

x5

x8

x12

x20

REWARD

RANDOM PFP + MELEE WEAPON RARITY SET

10

COMMON

UNCOMMON

RARE

EPIC

LEGENDARY

MYTHIC

1/1

15

15

20

35

70

120

300

SAME PFP + MELEE WEAPON RARITY SET
VIP tournaments
Early access to play our campaign ﬁrst when time comes!
Special Discord Role
Special Collection Trophy Room in our fully RENOVATED BUNKER THAT IS COMING SOON! Genesis Collection is
fully based on the story that will be announced later even if it's ready!

We are happy to introduce to you our COLLECT TO EARN
functionality of our GENESIS SET ITEMS
Sneak peak from our story: "Activist Philip Loos and the digital avatar of his deceased philosopher and guru AI scientist wife EOS create the "Nyx
Lab" and set out to salvage the future of humanity. Using NFT technology on the Solana Blockchain, the genius pair build three "Genesis Stones",
the building blocks of a new Digital World. They name it METAVERSE."
By collecting complete sets of rarities and holding them while you add to your collection higher rarity sets, Genesis stones will appear in your renovated
bunker (which is the NYX LAB where all started) with different forms as shown:

COMMON Founder's PASS + COMMON/UNCOMMON SET

RARE Founder's PASS + RARE SET

EPIC Founder's PASS + EPIC SET

LEGENDARY Founder's PASS + LEGENDARY SET

MYTHIC Founder's PASS + MYTHIC SET

1/1 PFP + 1/1 MELEE WEAPON

METAVERSE PORTAL AT THE OUTSIDE AREA OF THE BUNKER THAT
PEOPLE CAN VISIT. MAX 4 PEOPLE WILL MANAGE TO OPEN THE
PORTAL! VISUAL EFFECT WILL BE SHOWN LATER AND YES IT WILL BE
IMPRESSIVE!

What else comes with the collection? Except of the impressive trophy room in your bunker that you will be able to ﬂex your:
DISCORD ROLE
FOUNDER'S PASS
YOUR FAVORITE PFP + YOUR EXOMOD!
YOUR GENESIS MELEE WEAPON
GENESIS STONE IF YOU OWN COMPLETE SETS!
THE METAVERSE PORTAL IF YOU MANAGE TO COMPLETE AND HOLD ALL GENESIS SETS!
That is not all, we pride ourselves in play and earn. We will allow our genesis collection holders the ability to rent out ad space in their bunkers (and
future clan bases) to other projects/players. This feature will be described once our third genesis collection is released! What we can share now:
- Each rarity set can sell speciﬁc spots in the bunkers!
- Mythic & Legendary sets owners can sell spots on a speciﬁc custom multiplayer map we will build
- Full GENESIS SET owners will earn royalties from our METAVERSE MAP BATTLE ROYALE MAP!

HUGE SNEAK PEAK!
1/1s PROFILES IN OUR STORY

Philip Loos: Former US veteran
and AI ﬁeld combat expert.
Philip reformed himself to
become an activist for humanity
alongside the digital avatar of his
deceased wife EOS, a
philosopher and guru AI
scientist. Together they co-found
"Nyx Lab" and set out to salvage
the future of humanity.

Dr Roads: MIT engineer and
former transformative
environments expert, lead
NASA's space exploration
program before the Third
Depression.

Bailey Brooks: Blockchain
engineer and cryptographer, a
pioneer in the cryptocurrency
market and stock exchange
before the Third Depression.

V01D: The world's most
notorious hacker and a legend in
the gaming universe.

METAVERSE MAP WILL BE A BATTLE ROYALE
MODE MAP COMING AFTER OUR
MULTIPLAYER VERSION IS LAUNCHED!
We will announce more soon. There will be 2 FACTIONS. All characters will belong to a
faction. Before each game you will select your character.
The storyline will be based on these 2 Factions and the Metaverse. We have plans to
develop a Campaign mode where you can live the story and explore MetaOps Lore.
Story is fully based on crypto-NFTs-metaverse! 1/1 characters from PFPs will play a
signiﬁcant role in the story.
Regarding gameplay, we will adapt a hybrid style. Casual gaming with some great
competitive mechanics. So we will be able to welcome both casual and competitive games
to MetaOps

STORYLINE + GAMEPLAY
(COMING SOON)

METAOPS TOKEN
MetaOps Token will be launched in the upcoming months. As mentioned before, the above ecosystem with the in-game credits is not related to the MetaOps token that will be launched.
You will be able to earn [redacted] in-game. Achievements, ranked games, tournaments will reward in [redacted] (TBA more soon)

MORE COMING SOON ON THIS! WE WILL CONTINUE TO TEST AND EVALUATE ALL OF OUR OPTIONS. SOON WE WILL ANNOUNCE THIS PART AS WELL. NEEDS TO BE PERFECT! THANK YOU FOR
YOUR UNDERSTANDING

TO BE CONTINUED

